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1969 FORD MUSTANG Owners– David & Josie Symonds, pictured at the
2017 Port Vincent Gala Day
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GENERAL MEETINGS ARE HELD THE FIRST THURSDAY OF EACH MONTH, EXCEPT JANUARY, 8PM AT
THE MAITLAND INFORMATION CENTRE, ROBERT STREET; VISITORS AND GUESTS WELCOME.
MAPS members wishing to join other members for social discourse and a meal before the monthly meeting can
ring the Yorke Valley Hotel on 8832 2422, book a place on the MAPS table and turn up around 6pm; all welcome.
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FROM THE EDITOR
Whilst it was tempting to take a month off from
producing the MAPS Review, a number of matters
need to be brought to the attention of members,
The first is that proposed changes to the current
CHRS under which we get “historic rego”
Not a lot of notice provided for clubs to comment,
but the initial reaction from the Committee and
others appears favourable overall– less paperwork
and inspections plus rolling 30 year eligibility. We
will not much more until mid year.
Constitution changes– please read the page with
these proposed changes and the reasoning behind
Nothing from the president
them. Combined with certain administrative changthis issue, but he looked as if es in collecting subs, these should reduce the
he needed a shave at the Ar- stress in collecting the annual subscription paydrossan Street Party, or perments. We will not see the other relaxation of
haps that was him in the
checks and stat decs until such time as the GovMercedes?
ernment implement the new CHRS conditions.
Events– an updated list of these for you to plan
your diary. Please look at the notes about the Federation’s “West on Wheels” Tour, with more details
to follow
Whilst not mentioned elsewhere, the matter of
subscription charges being increased slightly will
be introduced before subs for 2017-18 are collected. As I understand it, fees will rise from $35 to
$40 per annum, with the joining fee going from
$17.50 to $20. Having tallied up the costs myself,
along with others, this is justifiable due to increased
postage costs for the newsletters and reminders .
In addition to this, the Club continues to fund
Elsewhere at the Ardrossan Street Party,
someone left this for the Editor instead of the events with BBQ’s, by providing meat, as well as
paying for certain venues.
Alvis TE21 Convertible he’d asked Santa
for!
Finally, in 2017, my New Years resolution was to
really get on with the Alvis Grey Lady project. This
means that I will be looking for more members to
provide reports for the MAPS Review. Would
someone like to start with Australia Day at Balaklava, and the Stansbury “ Round the Houses”?
Thanks,
Mike Osborne, Editor
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SO WHAT DID YOU DO OVER
CHRISTMAS?

Steady as she goes…..

Back in the right place….

And it runs!

Well, it was a quiet one for us- if you
forget the ambo jobs for me on Christmas
Day I guess. Santa’s big parcel arrived
just before Christmas– the Alvis “short”
engine rebuilt by TW Engines at St Agnes
and fitted up with all the vital bits by
Richard Duns. Whilst I had refitted the
gearbox earlier, I opted to take it out and
mate it up with the gearbox, so as to make
assembly easier. Using the crane, a
balance beam and stout chains, I’d just
got it virtually in place when Jim Sewell
arrived to see this memorable moment1
Over the Christmas break, I connected up
all the fuel, and electrics, but was
surprised when it fired up through open
pipes.
Since then, I’ve got all the exhaust
system set up thanks to Mini Sport of
Adelaide who supplied the various clips
and mounts. I have made up new floor
sections from marine ply and heatshield
with special materials. I have lagged the
muffler boxes with a woven “titanium’
rope which I bought on eBay.
Still a way to go yet before the car heads
off to Murphy’s Crash Repairs– and
that’s where I think the big challenges
lie with the panel alignment. Still, as they
say, “In for a penny, in for a Pound”- well
Aussie Dollars I guess.
Mike O
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NOTICE TO ALL MEMBERS
Constitution and by-law changes
At recent committee meetings, it was resolved the following changes to the
constitution needed to be made, to bring it in line with the Conditional Registration
Scheme for Historic Vehicles, et cetera, Code of Practice:
The following will be put to the March 2nd 2017 General Meeting
Constitution, under article 5. MEMBERSHIP, 5.2 Subscription:
Clause
5. 2 b) The Association's financial year shall run from 1 July to 30 June.
Membership will cease 45 days after the commencement of the same year
unless renewed by payment of the appropriate subscription.
Be changed to read:
5. 2 b) The Association’s financial year will run from 1 July to 30 June after
which membership will cease unless renewed by payment of the appropriate
subscription fee.
Reasoning: This brings subscription payment in line with the code's 30 June
deadline for the renewal process (after 30 June, vehicles registered under the
scheme cannot legally be driven on roads unless the owner is a financial member of
an appropriate club, a statutory declaration has been completed and the vehicle's
logbook checked.
Constitution, under article 5. MEMBERSHIP, 5.2 Subscription:
Clause
5.2 c) Persons joining after December shall be required to pay one half the
annual rate.
Be deleted
Reasoning: Makes administration of scheme by club volunteers easier, and is
partially offset by the below by-law change.
By-laws, under By-Law 3 PROVISIONAL MEMBERSHIP:
The following clause be added:
3 d) Persons who join after renewals are sent out (usually March) become
members for the following financial year as well.
Reasoning: These new members will not have to go through the renewal process
nearly immediately after joining and will have up to 15.5 months membership for
the price of 12. The clause also formalises current club practice and makes the
renewal season easier for the club volunteers who oversee the renewal process.
Erica Andrews, Secretary
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The majority of members will perhaps be aware of proposed changes to the Conditional
Historic Registration Scheme. An announcement by the SA Transport Minister took a lot of
people by surprise and the lobbying by those wishing to get modified cars on a concessional
scheme looks to have been successful. A subsequent email from the Federation of Historic
Motor Clubs of SA provided a copy of the Minister’s letter as below.
Federation of Historic Motoring Clubs South Australia Incorporated
PO Box 703
PLYMPTON SA 5038
Dear Federation of Historic Motoring Clubs South Australia Incorporated
The State Government is removing red tape to allow more classic vehicle lovers to enjoy
their hobby out on the road.
Widespread changes and simplification to the Conditional Registration scheme for Historic
Vehicles, Prescribed Left Hand Drive Vehicles and Street Rod Vehicles (the scheme) are
under consideration to remove restrictions currently preventing thousands of motoring club
members to gain access to the limited 90 day registration scheme.
Under current laws, historic vehicles are not allowed to be modified from their original
manufacturer's specification to any significant extent. Over time the scheme has allowed
limited modifications and implemented a detailed code of practice, highlighting the
endorsement of restricted modifications. However, many clubs continue to assess vehicles
differently due to the scheme's complexity.
Even slight modifications, such as a CD player or air conditioner, and those that are period
accessories for the era can keep them off the roads. The same restriction also prevents
vehicles which have had safety upgrades, such as better braking systems. Left Hand Drive
vehicles can also be prevented from being registered when modified, even on regular
registration.
As a key stakeholder in this scheme, I seek your members' input on the following principles
of revisions to the scheme:
1. Allow vehicles, modified from their original design, to enter the scheme. This change will
provide flexibility to allow owners to improve the ride, handling and safety of these
classic vehicles, as well cosmetic enhancements. The registration scheme will no longer
dictate the types of modifications permitted, merely remove this requirement altogether.
2. Move away from a fixed cut-off date of 1 979 to a rolling 30-year vehicle age for
eligibility
to enter the scheme; for both right hand and left hand drive vehicles.
3. Make changes to the Code of Practice to decrease the necessity for motoring clubs to
undertake vehicle inspections; reducing the administrative burden of the scheme. This
would remove the need for both initial inspections upon scheme entry and all 3 yearly
inspections. However, in all cases, there will remain the ability for the Registrar or
motoring clubs to request vehicle inspections on an as-need basis. This will enable clubs
to uphold their constitutional values.
4. Remove the need for annual statutory declarations.
5. Reduce limitations which ban left-hand drive vehicles with safety improvements, such
updated braking systems. This will allow modifications to LHD vehicles and will treat
them the same as RHD vehicles currently on the road.
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6. Not introduce a registration component for the fees paid for vehicles to enter the
scheme. It is expected the fees will remain consistent with the current $90 annual cost
which does not include a registration component but covers Compulsory Third Party
insurance, the Emergency Services and Lifetime Support levies, and other
administrative charges. These fees are generally reviewed in July each year.
The changes outlined above will aim to make the scheme more consistent with other
schemes in place around Australia.
Vehicles with modifications such as major engine upgrades or major structural changes will
still be required to undergo safety inspections and obtain relevant approvals from the
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure (DPTI) to gain access to the road
network.
Information bulletins, issued by DPTI, currently exist defining the difference between a
minor and a major modification which the majority of your members are aware of; as are
the inspection and approval process via inspection centres such as Regency Park.
Following a consultation period, it is expected that legislative changes will be finalised to
take effect from 1 July 2017.
I encourage your members to provide feedback to me on the proposed changes outlined in
this letter, via your club, the Federation of Historic Motoring Clubs South Australia
Incorporated, The Australian Street Rod Federation Incorporated (the Federations) or the
Street Machine Association of South Australia (SMASA). Alternatively, feedback can be
provided directly to the DPTI email address DPTI.RegistrationPolicy@sa.gov.au.
We are seeking all comment regarding the proposed changes to the conditional registration
to be more flexible and accessible for historic vehicles by 2 February 2017, where
amendments will be drafted for approval.
Yours sincerely
HON STEPHEN MULLIGHAN MP
MINISTER FOR TRANSPORT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
The Minister has given a short deadline for comments and I gather that requests for an extension will have already been made. MAPS has no FHMCSA representative.
What are the implications and some queries?
Reduction of paperwork with removal of the 3 yearly checks and Stat Decs will be welcomed
by the majority.
The rolling 30 year rule for inclusion into the CHRS might see younger people with later cars
looking to join clubs and given the increasing average age of members, this may be a good
thing.
Discreet mods such as those making braking better may be welcomed.
Coming into line with others States’ system would make buying a car interstate easier.
Will older cars tend to decline in popularity is one comment I’ve received, but we can all
come up with reasons for opting for later cars
For those who wish to retain a vehicle in its original concept, they can do that.
Will there be clones of rare models, i.e. uprated base models? Don’t know the answer on
that, but if it’s allowed interstate, then I guess it will happen.
Watch this space! Mike O
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MAPS EVENTS
Thurs. Jan 26th, Australia Day at Balaklava oval. Meet at either Federation Corner or at the
BP service station at 10 am & then head for Ralli Park, (Balaklava oval.) The museums will be
open from 10.30 until 1.00 pm for those who would like to look at these brilliant collections.
NB. For future events including Pt. Wakefield, it has been decided to meet at the BP, as there
are no toilets at the Federation Corner site.
Sun Feb. 19th, Around the houses at Stansbury. Meet at Maitland club rooms at 10am.
Club will supply BBQ meats, bread & sauces, so please bring salads & sweets to pool. We
welcome the wooden wheelers' to join the more modern vehicles, so bring your older vehicle
along if you have one.
Sat. Mar. 11th, Maitland Show. Meet at Pioneer Park, Maitland on Minlaton Rd. at 11am.
Sun. Mar. 12th, Moonta Show "n" shine. around 9am. Entry fee applies & forms TBA
Fri 24th to Sun. Mar. 26th Renmark Camp-out . See update on bookings
Sun. Apr, 23rd, REGO DAY & BBQ lunch at Arthurton oval complex. Club will supply BBQ
meats. bread & sauces. Bring salads & sweets to pool. We welcome the wooden wheelers to
join the more modern vehicles, so bring your vehicle along if you have one.
Sun. - Tues. Apr. 30th to May 2nd, Federation run. The Beans' & Klingbergs will be at the
"Happy Hour", Wallaroo Lions' club shed, 6pm to 8pm, to help the Bastians with catering.
Bookings for any MAPS members wishing to take part will be required, plus marshalls
Sun. May 21st, Cavalcade of Cars. Entry forms are out
Sun. May 28th, REGO DAY & BBQ lunch at the Wauraltee Hall. Club will supply the BBQ
meats, bread & sauces, so please bring a salad & sweets to pool. We welcome the wooden
wheelers' to join the more modern vehicles, so bring your vehicle along if you have on.
Sun. Jun. 25th, REGO Day & BBQ. at the MAPS club-rooms. Club will supply BBQ meats,
bread & sauces, so please bring a salad & sweets to pool. We have tried to suggest venues in
different areas to assist those with wooden wheelers in attending with their vehicles.
Wed. Sept. 27th, Motorfest event at Kulpara. Donations morning tea will be needed
Wed. Oct. 5th, Minlaton show.
Fri. Oct. 20th to Sun 22nd Twin Bridges Run at Murray Bridge at the ACC Club-rooms,
Johnston Park . New event provisionally on the MAPS Events List, highly recommended
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INVITATION
EVENTS
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OTHER EVENTS 2017
Jan 29th Strathalbyn ACC Show & Shine
FEBRUARY 19thAll American Day
FEBRUARY 26th Small Ford Show,
Birdwood
MARCH 2nd-5th Clipsal 500
MARCH 4-5th Power of the Past, Mt
Barker
March 4-5th YPVVCMCC Rally
MARCH 24-26TH All Chrysler Weekend
MARCH 17TH-19TH Chryslers on the
Murray
MARCH 19TH
Clare Swap Meet
MARCH 23-26TH Melbourne Grand Prix
MARCH 26th Booleroo Steam Rally
ARIL 2nd McLaren Vale Vintage Run
APRIL 9TH Gawler to Barossa Veteran and
Vintage Run
Entries: David Prest: 0438 112266 or
VVRun@gawlercarclub.com
Run Organiser: Geoff 0437 689 973 or
(work) 8284 7095
David Prest 0438 112 266, Geoff 0437 689
973
Email VVrun@gawlercarclub.com.au
MAY 7th HMVC’S British Classics Day at
Victor Harbor
SEPT– BAY TO BIRDWODD CLASSIC with
MOTORFEST EVENTS
SEPTEMBER 23-27 Austin’s Over Australia
Barossa Valley
Fri. Oct. 20th to Sun 22nd Twin Bridges
Run at Murray Bridge at the ACC Clubrooms, Johnston Park . New event
provisionally on the MAPS Events List,
highly recommended

DON’T FORGET…
MAPS Camp Out.
Overnight
24th & 25th March 2017
Accommodation has been arranged at the Riverbend
Caravan Park, Renmark. Freecall 1800 552 451 or
85955131 This park is Pet Friendly (but not for
cabins). No cabins or sites have been set aside for us as
there are a number of price variations. i.e. 5 cabin
types and 2 site types. Check out the park map and
cabin plans and prices on their very comprehensive web
site. However, I have arranged a 10% discount for
MAPS bookings made before January 31 st 2017. I do
suggest that you get in early though. More information
was provided at the Nov 3rd meeting. No need to
register your names with me yet. Please call Richard &
Marg Bastian 0408 849001 for any enquiries. Don’t
forget to mention MAPS when booking! RB
There are still 3 ensuite cabins available for booking
with the 10% MAPS discount until the end of January.
Current booking numbers (and names) that I am aware
of are:- 6 Cabins =12 and 9 Van sites (17 persons)
Also 3\ Ensuite cabins are available for just the
Saturday night. These are not being held for MAPS
Also 4 Cabins are available without ensuite.
Thanks
Richard
0408 849001

WEST ON WHEELS, FEDERATION
TOUR 2017
Sunday-Tuesday, April 30-May2: Federation tour, West on Wheels, on YP. MAPS
members welcome to join all events.
(Current itinerary -- DAY 1: Leaves Gawler
Veteran, Vintage & Classic Vehicle Club,
lunch at Ardrossan Community Centre in
main street. DAY 2: Lunch at Minlaton
Bowling Club, visit to Bublacowie Military
Museum, Harry Butler Museum and Sculpture, , “Happy Hour” in Kadina. DAY 3:
Visit local attractions in Copper Triangle
area at own leisure. Dinner at Wallaroo
Community Sports Centre. DAY 4: Travel
to Whyalla.).
Information in February and numbers by
then for dinner.
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ARDROSSAN CHRISTMAS STREET
PARTY

The Hicks’ Toyota

The Duns’ Mercedes

The Penhall Ford

An excellent roll up for this annual event
on hot fine night with about two thirds of
the 26 vehicles taking part being owned
by MAPS members.
Well done to those who came a distance
to make up one of the best car parades for
a few years. I managed to get all the five
“runners” out of our shed and my thanks
to the drivers.
Monica Smith got into the spirit of the
occasion with her white Mini, and red
polka dot outfit.
New member, Wes Craker brought
along his Leyland Moke, a very nice example. With the dark green and white
Mini of Mike Paget, the Mini trio made a
good feature of the Issigonis design.
It was also a first time out for our MG
Magnette which had only recently arrived.
I am still trying to find the donor of the
model car left in out Alvis with the number plates “ I wanna be an ALVIS”
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MEG BROWN– 450SLC

THE FITZGERALD HOLDEN UTE

MIKE PAGET MINI

HICKS 1924 BUICK

JIM & JEAN SEWELL FORD CORTINA

THE INGRAM DODGE
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The Osborne quintet of classics made it OK to the street party with various guest drivers. It
was the first run for “MAGY56’, the MG Magnette. Good to see Meg Brown’s 450 SLC out
and about; a great example of the model.
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SOME OF THE CARS AT PORT VINCENT GALA DAY, ALBEIT FOR A SHORT TIME!
However as a result, we had a great social back at the Clerkes’ home– Thank you.
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BQ & Beer Coolerwhen you are done, just turn the handle &
it puts out the fire.

FOR SALE

Don't you wish you were this clever?

Available from Fitzy Engineering, Pt.
Clinton. Word has it that Fitzy’s wife,
Rosemary, says it’s not going to work as it
just another “flash in the pan” idea!

CLUB CLOTHING AND MEMORABILIA

The Club has a small range of items
available to members.
Stainless steel grille or bar mounting
badge$17.50 each or buy two for $30
A MAPS mug– old and new design–
from $8.
Clothing -Lightweight jacket and polo
shirts in a variety of styles and sizes.
Speak to Lyn Clerke about these on a
club meeting night

Mercedes 280CE in very good
condition Fuel injected and 4 speed
auto trans with immobiliser fitted.
Club registered XRD 379
Price $7850
Regards
Bruce E Williams
Events Director
Gawler Veteran Vintage & Classic
Vehicle Club
Ph. 8252 5971
Mobile. 0402 900 397
Email: events@gawlercarclub.com
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